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medi@sia is a path-breaking, cross-disciplinary study that employs ethno-
graphic methods and sociological and cultural perspectives to examine the 
uses and influences of various media in a large number of contexts inside and 
flowing out of Asia today.

The book introduces the concept of the media/tion equation where the 
compound of information technology (media) and its content (communi-
cation) are touched by and associated with the economics, politics, social 
organization, cultural practices, and values in the everyday lives of users. 
The role of context – the complex spaces influenced by and within which 
media/tion transpires – is captured in 11 key studies of TV, film, music
videos, popular song, romance novels, Internet bulletin boards, comics, 
brand characters, and advertising. Beyond the contexts of contemporary 
Asia – many of which have been neglected by conventional media and
cultural studies – are the spaces in the world touched by the sweep of
Asian-originated media flows. Through this perspective, medi@sia proffers
a newer, antithetical “map” of globality; one that moves decidedly East
to West.

Contributing to discourse in a large number of scholarly areas including 
globalization theory, media sociology, the anthropology of media, cultural 
studies, communication studies, and Asian studies, medi@sia charts a new 
interdisciplinary area of inquiry within the current literature and, as such, 
establishes a precedent for future research.

T.J.M. Holden is Professor of Mediated Sociology and current Chair of the 
Department of Multi-Cultural Societies in the Graduate School of Inter -
national Cultural Studies at Tohoku University in Sendai, Japan.

Timothy J. Scrase is Deputy Director, Centre for Asia Pacific Social Trans -
 formation Studies (CAPSTRANS) and Senior Lecturer in Sociology in the 
School of Social Sciences, Media and Communication at the Univer sity of 
Wollongong, Australia.
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Introduction
Theorizing media in Asia today

T.J.M. Holden

In November 2004, a two-minute clip of a sexual encounter between a
17-year-old boy and 16-year-old girl from Delhi’s most prestigious private 
school was filmed by the boy then transmitted via cell phone to a friend.
Its subsequent distribution from handset to handset ultimately resulted in 
the video being sold for $220 then posted on Baazee.com, India’s biggest 
Internet auction site. Once listed with the auctioneer, a subsidiary of 
American-based eBay Inc., the sexual escapade could be viewed for a fee
of about $3. Although the clip was de-listed within days, police arrested 
Baazee’s founder and chief executive, Avnish Bajaj, on charges of violating 
India’s Information Technology Act, which, in part, prohibits “publishing,
transmitting, or causing to publish any information in electronic form which 
is obscene.”

The media/tion equation

This brief vignette about mediated communication in an Asian society 
brings into focus the many points of intercept between media, its content, 
and a globalizing world. More than any of these elements, though, at heart 
this episode captures what we term here the media/tion equation: the way 
that the compound – information technology (media) and its content (com-
munication) – is touched by and associated with the economics, politics, 
social organization, cultural practices, and moralities in the everyday lives of 
its users. As we shall explain below, this is a decidedly sociological perspec-
tive, but one informed by insights gleaned from anthropological, cultural, 
communication, and geographically based investigations of media. It is a 
perspective that refuses to make hard distinctions between media and com-
munication, preferring, instead, to recognize that both are part and parcel
of social processes. As such, the media/tion equation implicates matters
such as sexuality, gender, class, consumption, identity, and nationalism (to
name a few), with an eye on their fundamental interconnectivity. Equally
importantly, the media/tion equation views media/tion processes and their 
results as transpiring in complex spaces – concatenations of structuring
elements – which, in combination, and intercalated in the processes of
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symbolic production and use, elicits a myriad of media/tion equations, large 
and small. On these pages we demonstrate this by pondering 11 cases of 
media/tion in contemporary Asia. 

To be sure, Delhi’s high school sexcapade is not emblematic of all of
everyday life in Asia – it may not be representative of most of it. However, it 
is reflective of some of it: a portion, no matter how small. Most importantly, 
this incident is in step with and distills the logic of contemporary media
studies: examining the ways media are employed by information producers 
and consumers, in actual, lived contexts. In the case of this book of cases, 
these are studies of media/tion between information producers and con-
sumers in Asia today.

Media and context

This is a book about media and a linked set of contexts. Neither media nor 
context is accorded precedence, because they are inextricably wed. The
coupling of these two elements, and this relative equality in weight, is con-
sistent with the emergent “thought style” (Fleck 1935) of media and cultural 
studies over the past decade. However, as a book organized by sociologists 
and equally featuring the work of anthropologists and communication 
researchers, this book is about neither media nor context exclusively. Let’s
consider these “isn’ts” in order to better apprehend what is.

Media and communication content constitute the core of every chapter. 
However, it would be a mistake to assume that, combined, the contributions 
will conjure a comprehensive survey. To be sure, a wide range of contem-
porary media are represented – magazines, film, television, the Internet, 
popular music/videos, novels, advertising, brand/characters, and animation. 
Because of the wide range, readers will encounter variation in the analytic 
approaches adopted by the authors here, as well as the themes emphasized. 
In part this is a by-product of having culled a multi-disciplinary scholarly 
crew, writers with vigorous, though divergent, theoretical commitments and 
substantive experiences. There are few areas of social scientific inquiry that 
engage as many disciplines as media and communication studies and this is 
reflected in the contributions here.

While a wide net has been cast, not every approach to the study of
media/tion is represented. Further – because this text largely emphasizes 
praxis in context – empiricism is featured over theorization. More, because 
the contours of context are so variegated (especially in Asia), the epistem-
ologies employed also differ. Most of the contributions fall into the qualita-
tive camp, although two – Ian Weber and Lu Jia’s study of popular dissent 
and the Chinese Internet (Chapter 4), and Katherine Frith’s examination
of beauty types in global fashion magazines (Chapter 7) – emphasize 
quantitative approaches. Generally, though, the favored methodological 
tools are ethnographic, with participant observation, depth interview, and 
textual analysis most common. Nonetheless, despite differences in research 
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site, orientation and perspective, the chapters share the aim of linking data
to theoretical topics of contemporary concern, including modernity, 
consumption, class and identity (Chapters 1 and 2), gender construction 
(Chapters 1, 2, 3, 7 and 11), political order and resistance (Chapter 4), local 
identity and emotion (Chapter 5), national identity (Chapter 6), media 
diaspora (Chapters 8 through 11), religious ideology (Chapter 9), and 
sexuality, sexualization and sexism (Chapters 7, 10 and 11). Nearly every 
chapter has a dimension of globalization, as we explain further on.

A third thing that this book is not – at least exclusively – is a book about 
nations. Sites of lived experience are present, of course; geographically 
definable spaces provide the physical frame for nearly every chapter. This is 
consistent with the thought style in gestation for some decades now: one 
wedding insights from phenomenology (e.g. Schutz 1967), the everyday 
(Garfinkel 1967; de Certeau 1984; Lefebvre 1984), culture (Hoggart 1959; 
Fiske 1992), and macro-sociological theorization centering on the organi-
zation and operation of time, space and agency (e.g. Giddens 1990). Such 
thinking is embodied in, for example, research by Silverstone (1994) on the 
relationship between television and social relations in bounded or situated 
space. In medi@sia the insights of this thought style coalesce in the notion of 
observing: (a) engagements between media and human agents, (b) in 
bounded sites which (c) derive their logics, rhythms, ideas and practices from 
the resident economic, political, social, moral, intellectual, cultural, and 
historical elements. Often, though not always, such media/tion equations can 
be reduced to or confinable within particular State-defined spaces. Thus, the 
reader will encounter analyses situated in Nepal (Chapter 1), India (Chapter 
2), Indonesia (Chapter 3), China (Chapters 4 and 7), Japan (Chapter 5), and 
South Korea (Chapter 6).

More often, however (and reflective of how media in an age of global-
ization has altered the fixed physical phenomena and metaphysical 
categories of the past), the contexts studied here are shot through with
trans- and exo-national flows of media/tion. And, as much as nations may be 
featured, so, too, are “localities” (cities, states, the non-geographically 
defined generations and classes) and regions (Asia; Asia in concourse with 
the Americas, Europe and Oceania). Thus, in the case of local context, 
readers will encounter T.J.M. Holden and Hakan Ergül’s examination of 
how Japanese television (Chapter 5) consciously wields markers of identity 
to forge an “uchi” (family or community) of viewers. Importantly, this 
strategy is always “in context,” exploiting themes of “local” commonality, no 
matter the geographic dimensions of the collective. In the case of exo-local 
context, Mark Liechty’s discussion of Nepal’s encounters with the trans-
national commodity realm (Chapter 1) details how media flows emanating 
from beyond a country’s boundaries – specifically “out of context”
conceptions of “building body,” “making face,” and “doing love” – can alter 
local values and practices.
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Media/tion in (and out) of context

These conceptions – installed in medi@sia’s subtitle – of media/tion being “in
context” and “out of context” require comment. Thinking about these terms, 
we wish to emphasize the dual character of the characterization. For
something to be “in context” means that it is within bounds. In medi@sia we 
distinguish between two types of bounded realms: a physical one – as in
geographic or group-defined location; and an intellectual realm – or, more 
specifically, a set of values or sensibilities defined by the analytic unit (be it 
place, group, community, society or region) under study. Similarly, when 
something is “out of context” it is outside the bounds of those twin realms: 
exterior to the physical locale and/or external to the prevailing local sensi-
bilities. Contemplating these bounded conditions, one can re-imagine them 
as a set of analytic categories that yield a heuristic built of four permutations 
– four ways to specify the media/tion equation: (1) messages emanating from 
local physical context and operating within the valuational/practical logics of 
that context; (2) messages emanating from local physical context, but oper-
ating outside the valuational/practical logics of that context; (3) messages 
emanating from outside local physical context, but operating inside the 
valuational/practical logics of that context; and (4) messages emanating from 
outside local physical context and also operating outside the valuational/
practical logics of that context. Let’s briefly consider these permutations 
with an eye toward organizing the contributions in this volume.

(1) Pam Nilan’s in-depth exploration of young Indonesian teen girls’ use 
of romance texts (Chapter 3) is a good example of media/tion equations built 
of elements consistent with both local geographic and valuational/practical 
contexts. Nilan shows that, despite conforming to worldwide genre conven-
tions, Indonesian romance texts “also provide locally oriented advice,
narratives, tools and strategies, to assist girls in managing romance risk, and 
to bring off successful courtship and engagement.” In the process, Nilan 
argues, these texts assist readers in negotiating the twin, at times conflicting, 
local expectations of finding one’s destined soulmate while also achieving 
true love. Now that these values have both been embraced in actual practice, 
they are embedded in the culture; they co-exist as indigenous values.

(2) Examples abound of media/tion equations based on the intersection 
between the local context and elements exogenous to its operant values and 
practices. Importantly, however, the outcomes are far from identical. 
Consider John Lent’s contribution (Chapter 11), which shows how Japanese 
manga and anime and Korean manhwa, along with comics and animation 
from other Asian countries, have adopted more globalized characteristics. 
Among these are greater commonality in content, appearance, production 
and distribution. Contrast this with Frith’s offering, where cultural flow in 
fashion advertising has been inward. Within the context, though, exogenous 
content has not been homogenized. It stands in marked contradistinction
to endogenous content. As such, exogenous messages are selectively 
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interpreted by local image consumers, often used as foils that reinforce local 
values. In such media/tion equations, incoming content helps reproduce 
gender and racial stereotypes.

(3) Also extensive are media/tion equations built of the confluence of 
elements outside the local context and values and/or practices indigenous to 
it. Here, as well, the signatures of flow and patterns of reception can differ 
strikingly. For instance, Hee Eun Lee’s exploration of South Korea’s
experience of the music video form of popular music marketing (Chapter 6) 
is not at all like Bart Barendregt’s study (Chapter 8) of nasyid, a form of a 
Islam-tinged popular music spreading across Asia today. For Lee, while the 
local effects of exogenous flow possess the potential to alter local values and 
practices, what we might call “scale-breaches” (i.e. media flows that jump 
boundaries) appear to have had the effect of hardening local values, of 
solidifying constructions of local identity, and providing voice to previously 
under-articulated local identifications. She refers to this last aspect as “a
process of pluralizing others within us.” Barendregt’s offering, by compari-
son, reveals how messages emanating from outside the physical locale can 
achieve wide diffusion not just in one context, but across and within 
numerous other physical spaces. This spread owes to the intellectual recep-
tivity of cultural consumers in those numerous locales. Nasyid, the author 
concludes, has revealed a “transnational consciousness” that defies local 
bounds.

(4) Christine Yano’s rich study of the character/brand Hello Kitty 
(Chapter 10) captures media/tion equations in which media/tion produced 
outside of the local context also embodies values and/or practices alien to the 
message consumers within a target context. Employing an approach 
reminiscent of Hall (1980), Yano demonstrates the various types of decoding 
– from enthusiastic to critical to subversive – elicited by recipients’ encounters 
with Kitty. Whereas Yano explores the flow of messages beyond the borders 
of one nation, Ruchira Ganguly-Scrase and Timothy J. Scrase (Chapter 2) 
detail message flow within one nation. Still, in documenting the experience 
of a regional population to what amounts to exogenous messages delivered 
from outside their class and geographic consciousness, the authors uncover a 
media/tion equation no different from Yano’s. Above all, messages in 
“indigenous” Bollywood movies, television advertising and music videos 
uncover a general sense of moral anxiety among their respondents; a belief 
that exo-Bengali influences are threatening Bengali culture by eroding or 
even expunging customs, traditions, and language.

A sociology of mediated knowledge

Viewing media/tion in terms of dis/connections with context places a twist on 
our understanding of media in society. For decades now, the communications 
field has labored under a rift – or, better, a turf war – between competing 
schools: one emphasizing transmission or “process”, the other favoring 
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“meaning”. Students of communication studies know that this has often 
been reduced to a debate about how “effective” media are (if at all), and 
whether this should be the appropriate measure of media/tion. Over time, 
this became codified as a contest pitting communication researchers against 
cultural studies adherents; or, as characterized by Tuchman in her lucid 
sketch of the field (1988): on one side well-funded, often conservative 
American-based researchers opposed by poorly funded, often left-leaning 
British academicians. While the birth of these traditions was temporally 
staggered, they ultimately became coterminous, persisting into the present.

This is most relevant when viewed through the prism of sociology of 
knowledge, for it enables us to recognize not only the misspent energy but 
also the great promise of the discipline. In a word, it enables us to locate 
means of transcendence. Begin with the observation that process and 
meaning belong to distinct intellectual traditions, emanate from different 
geographic locales, and exert a hold on a large base of practitioners. This 
signals that they are akin to Fleck’s “thought styles” – what Kuhn (1962) 
later coined as “paradigm”. In particular, process was a way of seeing the 
world, a gestalt or idée fixe that served as the organizing logic of inquiry. 
Picking up the Kuhnian thread, process became the concept that delivered 
“normal science” in media and communication studies. Process – and 
ultimately its outcome, effects – was the filter through which communication 
studies were passed and around which a sense of crisis arose. It was because 
of the inadequacies in the process model – the emergence of anomalies that 
led to notions of “minimal effect” (Klapper 1960) – that crisis, then the 
“revolution” (in which a rival thought style and subsequent paradigm –
meaning) emerged.

The push/pull between competing camps conjures other theorization 
about sociological knowledge – specifically, Mannheim’s conception (1936) 
of “Ideology” and “Utopia”. On this account, the dominant ideology of 
process spawned a dissident, utopian, thought style centering on meaning. In 
time, the competition played out in the hallways and conference rooms of 
academies, on the pages of journals and books, and at podiums and in dining 
halls of conventions; the utopian view rose to challenge – if not supplant – the 
dominant ideology. The assault is exemplified by Gauntlet’s virulent attack 
on effects (1998) and championing of audience-centered meaning-based 
investigations (Gauntlet forthcoming). By the same token, theorization 
regarding effects has persisted, generating meaningful results concerning, 
for instance, cultivation (Gerbner 1969, 1998), frames (Snow et al. 1986; 
Scheufele 1999), and the spiral of science (Noelle-Neumann 1984). For many 
practitioners, the notion of media impact – whether comprehensive, focused, 
and/or long term – continues to organize scientific activity and, significantly, 
offers little hint of disappearing.

The dialectical view to which Mannheim subscribed does not culminate in 
a zero-sum outcome. The friction of competition between rival thought 
styles should result in synthesis, a third thought style emerging to organize 
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inquiry. This is where we find ourselves today. In media/tion studies, one 
form that synthesis has taken is the view that meaning-making is a process
of production, reception and use. This line was initiated by Hall with his 
“circuit” of cultural production (1980). Although this work was predicated 
on a single medium (television), it was widely applied to all manner of media/
tions. In fact, thinking of medi@sia, Hall’s model certainly could function as 
a convenient heuristic, capable of arraying chapters into the various parts of 
the circuit from systems of production, the technical infrastructure (Chinese 
Internet), relations of production (Japanese wideshows), frameworks of 
knowledge (Korean music videos), the encoding of specific messages 
(nasyid, beauty advertising); followed by a glimpse at the worlds of message 
consumption – the recipients’ use of media (Nepalese consumption of a 
western “culture of vision”; the Indonesian negotiation of romance texts), 
and the process of message reception, interpretation and use (Bengali 
television users, Hello Kitty consumers).

As helpful as Hall’s work might be heuristically, its foremost value has 
been to steer communication researchers toward the audience. A quarter
of a century on, one obvious outcome has been the well-traversed realm
of “audience reception” – a line of inquiry with roots, as well, in the “uses
and gratifications” approach (a model advanced by the effects-oriented 
Columbia School). Viewed thus, even in charting a path toward the audience, 
much work has not strayed far from the basic parameters of the original 
(process-oriented) paradigm.

A more productive version of synthesis, we would aver, lies in recon-
ceptualizing the relationship between media/tion and society – in effect, 
theorizing media/tion sociologically. Such a turn can be found in Thompson 
(1994, 1995), where media are deemed influential in matters of societal 
configuration (e.g. societal development, reconfiguring the public and 
private domains), social process (interaction), social psychology (identity 
construction) and personal psychology (self, in society). Despite this 
promise, though, media/tion has remained conspicuously under-theorized 
sociologically (contr. Garnham 2000). This is not to say that studies of media 
and communication suffer from lack of theorization; to be sure, there is a 
bounty of theory concerning media function and outcome. Yet, so often, 
such theorization has failed to account for societal ontology. McLuhan’s
technological deterministic writing (1964, 1967) – what Meyerowitz (1994) 
has labeled “first generation medium theory” – is a prime example; the 
“transmission model of communication,” “two-step flow” and frame analysis 
are others. Indeed, the list is rather extensive. Not all media epistemology 
ignores societal ontology, of course. As derided as it has been over the years, 
the Frankfurt School represents a strong example of “situated” theorization, 
insofar as it was fashioned in response to a particular set of economic and 
political institutions in concrete places, resulting in particular social 
conditions. McQuail (2000), as well, has, compiled elaborate schematics 
over the years, detailing the myriad chutes dumping from society into media 
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and the innumerable ladders raised the opposite way. Doing so, however, his 
spotlight has remained squarely fixed on media/tion.

In these ways, when media has appeared in social theory, it has been more 
epiphenomenal; an appurtenance to society; at best a motor for, but often 
simply a factor in, social outcome. One can think of Appadurai’s influential 
framing of globalization (1990) as an exemplar. This conception was not 
without significance for media studies, though; its major value situating 
media in context. And over the last decade increasingly sophisticated 
writings about media/tion and space have emerged: from attention to effects 
(in this case on identity) when media cross geographic lines (Morley and 
Robins 1995), to nuanced conceptions of mediated processes in lived space 
(Meyerowitz 1994; Lull 1995), to theorizing media/space phenomena, both 
ontologically and epistemologically (Couldry and McCarthy 2004).

The limits of heuristics

In this last work, the editors proffer five analytic “levels” of so-called 
“mediaspace”: (1) media representation; (2) the flow of images and text 
across space, resulting in the reconfiguration of mediaspace; (3) spaces of 
production and consumption; (4) the entanglements of scale wrought by the 
operation of media in space; and (5) the ways such entanglements are 
understood in particular spaces. Such a model provides a convenient way of 
organizing diverse studies of media/tion inside and across contexts and, to be 
sure, the chapters in medi@sia could be arrayed accordingly. Indeed, our 
chapters might be wielded as inductive guides for refining the heuristic.

• It could be observed, for instance, that representation, itself, is a pheno-
menon transpiring at variegated levels and between geographically 
distinguishable locales. Frith’s Chinese fashion ads underscore that, 
when it comes to beauty, Asian women are depicted differently from 
their western counterparts. Where shots of Chinese women are often 
close-ups, emphasizing the face, those of Caucasian women tend to be 
long shots, highlighting the body. This sexualization of western women 
– and reluctance to similarly treat Asian women – captures geographic 
difference latent in one media/tion equation in China. Similarly, Holden 
and Ergül’s examination of Japanese wideshows demonstrates the 
intentional encoding of local content aimed at advancing geographical 
distinction. Programming loads local identifications that affirm and
re/produce a sense of shared difference.

• A second area for jimmying with the mediaspace model lies in the matter 
of textual flow. Not only is it the case that imported media/tion
reconfigures local context – as Liechty shows in his study of changing 
Nepali conceptions of body, beauty, fashion and romance; it is also true 
that media/tion emanating from beyond local context works to bolster 
indigenous values and practices. Lee demonstrates this, arguing that 
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“the . . . (Korean) popular music scene has been a site of cultural struggle 
in which people’s cultural integrity has been asserted within the wider 
national and global arenas that intersect these more local cultural 
realms.” Adrian Athique (Chapter 9), as well, opines that pan-regional 
textual flow can bind spatially separate contexts, evidenced by Bolly -
wood films that forge a “contemporary inter-Asian dialogue” in nations 
such as Indonesia.

• Analogically, a model of media/tion in context ought to do more than 
recognize production and consumption; it should conceptually separate 
these dimensions of Hall’s cultural circuit. The impulse to recognize 
both as occupying one “level” may overshadow the relative importance 
one may exert in a given media/tion equation. For instance, as Holden 
and Ergül show, while TV consumers certainly influence televisual 
product, it is the producer’s homespun theories about audience and 
medium (based in part on viewer data), as well as the surrounding 
economic institution, that influences production. Similarly, while Yano’s
discussions with Hello Kitty’s licenser yields insight into the “producer’s
perspective,” this view has little to do with the global consumption she 
uncovers. Whereas Kitty has been produced within the spatio-
valuational context of “cute,” global reception has ranged from Kitty as 
signifier of Asian sexuality, symbol eliciting hyper-feminist critique, 
passionate defense, “ironic” use by female executives, and gay male 
performative displays.

• Finally, when it comes to the media/tion production and consumption, 
outcomes differ by “location,”1 as well as geographic level – a fact that
a model of media/tion must accommodate. For example, Barendregt 
observes that, unlike its Middle Eastern precursors, the nasyid preferred 
by young Southeast Asians excludes religious dogma and/or avoids 
foregrounding jihad. By contrast, Ganguly-Scrase and Scrase present 
Bengali respondents who see media products emanating from within 
their own nation as slighting their (local/regional) culture. In short, 
because various levels are implicated in contemporary media/tion, a 
model of media/space must, at a minimum, aim at distinguishing between 
four geographic interfaces: (a) local/national, (b) national/regional, (c) 
global/local, and (d) global/national,2 as well as human segments.

In many ways these refinements provide a blueprint for another kind of 
book, one with chapters clearly cleaved to reflect directionality of flow,
the variegated geographic levels at which media/tion operates, the results
of mediation built of intersecting levels, and the distinct stages of the
media/tion process. It is a blueprint medi@sia is cognizant of; while it is not 
rigidly adhered to here, we hope the chapters are approached with such 
dynamics in mind.


